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FOR CONSIDERATION:
PRE-ENGAGEMENT

3

MAKING THE MOST OF
YOUR CAMBER MEMBERSHIP
As a Camber partner, your organization has access to a library of
scalable workplace Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (DEI) resources
that will support your organization's efforts to take action and
implement organizational change to create an inclusive culture,
equitable systems, and ultimately build an industry of choice for all.

Before your organization starts working with a consultant, aim to
maximize your partner benefits and increase employee activation and
engagement with resources and programs offered by Camber across
all leadership levels.
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ACTIONABLE STEPS
& PROGRESS TOWARDS GOALS

Successful DEI strategies rely on
activating leadership at all levels,
setting goals grounded in quality data,
defining workplace expectations, and
building a firm foundation of DEI
fluency across your organization.

As you evaluate engagement of a consultant, take
steps to lay the groundwork for success. Use the DEI
Action Agenda Progress Report tool to develop a
cross-functional picture of where your organization
stands in its Workplace DEI Maturity Journey, and to
determine how a consulting engagement can
positively impact your goals.
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DEI Action Agenda Progress Report

Company Name:

STEPS toward an Anti-Racist Workplace

Action via Camber Resource

1. Diversify your Board of Directors

➔ Camber/AABLI Partnership
➔ Apex Series: Board Diversification
-- COMING SOON

2. Develop a data-driven approach to DEI

➔ Camber Survey System
➔ Camber Goal Setting Resources

Rating

Notes & Next Steps

❏Ready
❏Early
❏Mid
❏Mature
❏Ready
❏Early
❏Mid
❏Mature

3. Establish a strong base of common DEI knowledge
across all levels of the organization

➔ Camber Building Block Series
➔ Camber DEI Leadership Institute
➔ Camber Apex Series Strategic Communications
Master Class

❏ Ready
❏ Early
❏ Mid
❏ Mature

4. Create and sustain an inclusive culture that attracts,
supports, retains, and advances diverse talent

➔ Camber Reimagining the Future of Work Learning
Sessions
➔ Camber Mentorship, Sponsorship &
Allyship Programs

❏ Ready
❏ Early
❏ Mid
❏ Mature

5. Build and tap a pipeline of diverse talent by
strengthening inclusive & equitable recruiting, hiring, and
onboarding

➔ Camber Diverse Talent Pipeline
Learning Sprint
➔ Camber Job Seeker Resources & Job Board

❏Ready
❏Early
❏Mid
❏Mature

Maturity & Progress Rating Options
Ready: You’re RECOGNIZING the value of an inclusive, equitable, and diverse workplace.
Early-Stage: You’re INITIATING the action steps to build commitment to diversity, equity, and inclusion.
Mid-Stage: You’re IMPLEMENTING practices, policies, and programs that foster DEI.
Mature: You’re EMBEDDING DEI principles and values into your systems to impact culture & business strategy.
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DEI Action Agenda Progress Report

Company Name:

STEPS toward an Anti-Racist Workplace

Action via Camber Resource

Rating

6. Increase the representation of diverse talent at C-Suite and
senior leadership levels

➔ Camber Apex Series: Executive Sponsorship
Resource
-- COMING SOON

❏Ready
❏Early
❏Mid
❏Mature

7. Communicate with a lens of inclusion internally and externally

➔ Camber Strategic Communications Workshop:
PR Firms
➔ Camber Strategic Communications Workshop
(Apex Series) : CEO/C-Suite

❏Ready
❏Early
❏Mid
❏Mature

8. Optimize HR benefits, systems, and processes with a lens of
inclusion, equity, and diversity

➔ Camber Equitable Benefits & Systems Training
-- COMING SOON
➔ Camber Consultant Vetting Guide
-- COMING SOON

❏Ready
❏Early
❏Mid
❏Mature

4. Create and sustain an inclusive culture that attracts, supports,
retains, and advances diverse talent

➔ Supplier Diversity Building Block -- COMING SOON

❏Ready
❏Early
❏Mid
❏Mature

10. Establish and maintain meaningful partnerships with
nonprofit organizations to increase social impact and community
engagement

➔ Nonprofit-Corporate Partnerships Building
Block -- “How We Did It”

❏ Ready
❏ Early
❏ Mid
❏ Mature

Notes & Next Steps

Maturity & Progress Rating Options
Ready: You’re RECOGNIZING the value of an inclusive, equitable, and diverse workplace.
Early-Stage: You’re INITIATING the action steps to build commitment to diversity, equity, and inclusion.
Mid-Stage: You’re IMPLEMENTING practices, policies, and programs that foster DEI.
Mature: You’re EMBEDDING DEI principles and values into your systems to impact culture & business strategy.
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MAKING THE
DECISION TO
ENGAGE A
CONSULTANT
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01.

02.

QUESTIONS TO
CONSIDER: ENGAGING A
CONSULTANT
Sometimes organizations face challenges planning,
managing and implementing DEI initiatives and/or
may simply not have the internal expertise necessary
to move the initiatives forward. A consultant can
examine your situation to recommend a new
approach that will move your organization along in its
Workplace DEI Maturity Journey. Here are a few
critical questions to consider when deciding if your
company should hire a consultant:

03.

04.

05.

06.

Are the internal stakeholders & leadership of your organization committed to taking
responsibility for the initiative? Or does your organization expect the consultant to lead the
initiative?
Is your organization anchored in a particular point of view and facing resistance to change?

Will a consultant be useful in introducing new ideas and breaking down barriers to change?

Will a consultant help create alignment between members of the board, leadership, and staff?

Does your organization need an external perspective on your organization’s culture and dynamics?

Is your organization ready for change and therefore will actually implement the recommendations?

07.

Does your organization have the internal capacity to manage the initiative?

08.

Is your organization ready to devote needed resources to deliver on its new strategy?

09.

Is your organization leveraging the full portfolio of Camber resources?
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QUESTIONS TO CONSIDER:
ENGAGING A CONSULTANT
After your organization has had the opportunity to make an
assessment of its needs, available resources, and
commitment to workplace DEI, and has decided to move
forward with an engagement, consider types of consultants
you will need to hire to help your organization achieve its
goals.
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INTERVIEWING
CONSULTANTS
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QUESTIONS TO ASK:
INTERVIEWING
CONSULTANTS
It is important to both understand the overall alignment with
a consultant/firm’s approach with your organization and also
to determine the best fit for your specific project goals.

Recommended alignment questions as you
consider engaging with firms or candidates
include:

01.

Please share with us your practice or firm’s approach to workplace
diversity, equity, and inclusion work.

02.

What are examples of your most successful and least successful workplace
inclusion consulting experiences? What did you think worked and what did
not work? What would you do differently?

03.

What services do you provide clients?

04.

How will you measure and evaluate progress & success?

05.

What will you need from us to ensure a successful
consulting relationship?

06.

Tell us about similar inclusive work you have done in a way of
designing a full inclusive initiative, information gathering, and cultural
competency and/ or evaluations.

07.

What is your communication style?

08.

Provide examples of actions and outcomes from other
engagements with similar organizations to ours.
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UNDERSTANDING
THE DIVERSITY OF
DEI EXPERTISE
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AREAS OF DEI
CONSULTING EXPERTISE
You are ready to take action with a consulting resource, and understanding
that there are a variety of expertise areas in the field of workplace DEI. Before
you start working with a consultant, seek to foster internal dialogue with
stakeholders and leaders around the problems you are trying to address and
what you are trying to accomplish with your organization’s workplace DEI
goals.
Here’s an overview of some different types of consultants and resources to
determine which type of consultant you may want to consider hiring to support
your organization’s approach and specific workplace DEI goals.
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AREAS OF DEI CONSULTING EXPERTISE
EXPERTISE AREA

EXAMPLES

Educational Workshops and Trainings

01.

Implicit Bias Workshops, Team Building,
Formation of ERGs, Community Insights

Diverse Talent Pipeline

02.

Recruitment, Job Description Reviews, Salary
Equity Reviews

Organizational/Business Strategy

03.

Goal Setting, Marketing, Customer
Segmentation, HR Policies & Procedures

Research & Evaluation

04.

Focus Group Moderators, Data Analysis, Program
Evaluation, Systems Audit

Functional Expert

05.

Equitable Benefits, Employee Well-Being &
Engagement, Community Giving, Supplier
Diversity
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EDUCATIONAL
WORKSHOPS & TRAININGS

01.

What is your approach to developing workshop/ training
recommendations and is it evidence-based? What is your
particular area of specialization?

02.

What can we expect to gain from participating in your
workshop/training sessions? Can you tell us more about what
those sessions look like in action?

03.

Are there potential unintended consequences of your approach/
recommendations and how do you address and support our
organization in learning from them?

04.

How often do you revise or update your approach in
response to new evidence? Can you share an example of
this?

05.

How do you evaluate the efficacy of workshop/training sessions?

06.

How do you build continuity between workshop/trainings?

07.

Do you work with organizations over an extended period of time or is
your training a one-time offering?

Ex: Implicit Bias Workshops, Team Building, Formation of ERGs, Community Insights

QUESTIONS TO ASK: EDUCATIONAL
WORKSHOPS & TRAININGS CONSULTANT
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01.

What is your approach to supporting our work on building a
diverse talent pipeline? Do you do the work or do we focus on
internal systems change? What is your particular area of
specialization?

02.

As a part of this engagement do you support our organization in
sourcing or learning to source candidates from diverse institutions?
What tools do you use to remove biases from your recruitment
process to ensure the process equitable? Can you provide examples?

Ex: Recruitment, Job Description Reviews, Salary Equity Reviews

03.

How do you involve hiring managers in the process? The HR team? Do you
evaluate job descriptions and if so how is that focus inclusive of a broader
talent pool than we are currently accessing?

QUESTIONS TO ASK: DIVERSE TALENT PIPELINE
OR RECRUITING CONSULTANT

04.

Do you conduct salary equity reviews? What is your experience
conducting these reviews with other organizations of similar size
or scope?

05.

How would you work with us to incorporate DEI into the onboarding process? Into other
ongoing processes?

06.

How will you evaluate the success of your engagement with us? How will the
systems/structures of that success be maintained? What ongoing resources will
this require?

DIVERSE
TALENT PIPELINE
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ORGANIZATIONAL / BUSINESS
STRATEGY
Ex: Goal Setting, Marketing, Customer Segmentation, HR Policies & Procedures

QUESTIONS TO ASK: ORGANIZATIONAL/
BUSINESS STRATEGY CONSULTANT

01.

Do you have experience with our type and size of organization? What is your
area of specialization?

02.

Can you tell us about prior engagements in organizational/business strategy?
In your area of expertise (i.e. goal setting, marketing, customer segmentation,
HR policies and procedures)?

03.

How do you see diversity and inclusion supporting our business needs?

04.

How will you secure buy-in from all of the team members of the division you are
working with?

05.

How do you ensure confidentiality? What do you know about our organization and our
competitors? Will our information be shared as examples with other clients?

06.

How do you see diversity, equity and inclusion supporting our business goals?

07.

Can you provide us with examples of your workplace DEI business strategy consulting
projects and specific results of those projects?

08.

How will your recommendations make our organization or division more
successful? More profitable? Reach more customers?

09.

Can you describe a time when you had a major setback in driving a workplace DEI
strategy project/recommendations and how you dealt with it? What was your way
forward?
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RESEARCH &
EVALUATION
Ex: Focus Group Moderators, Data Analysis, Program Evaluation, Systems Audit

QUESTIONS TO ASK: RESEARCH AND
EVALUATION CONSULTANT

01.

What tools or instruments will you use to ensure that the
evaluation data collected are measurable, valid, reliable and
created with a DEI lens?

02.

How will your research services help our organization interpret the
results of the data? How will you maintain security of our data? For
the organization? For our employees?

03.

Tell us more about your experience with research and evaluation. With this
specific approach or methodology? How will your evaluation services help
our organization measure impact, improve operations, and monitor our
outcomes?

04.

How will your services help our organization develop and
implement effective programs, strengthen research and evaluation
capacity, and make data-informed decisions?

05.

In addition to quantitative data, do you conduct qualitative interviews as a source of
evaluation?

06.

What tools will you use to measure the efficacy of your recommendations?
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ALL FUNCTIONAL EXPERTS

FUNCTIONAL
EXPERT

01.

What is your particular area of specialization? Will you do the
work to implement needed changes or do we focus on internal
supports? What is your experience on projects like this with
organizations similar to ours?

02.

What guides your approach to this work? Can you share examples of
projects you have led and their results? How will you measure the
success of your work with us?

EQUITABLE BENEFITS, EMPLOYEE WELL-BEING & ENGAGEMENT

Ex: Equitable Benefits, Employee Well-Being & Engagement

01.

QUESTIONS TO ASK: FUNCTIONAL EXPERT
CONSULTANT

How will your services help us achieve equitable employee benefits? How
will a new benefits strategy improve our organization’s brand or impact our
talent pipeline?

02.

How can we utilize equitable benefits to improve employee wellbeing? What resources will you provide to foster employee
engagement, teamwork and collaboration?

03.

How will you measure the success of your work with us?
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SUPPLIER DIVERSITY

FUNCTIONAL
EXPERT (continued)

01.

Why is supplier diversity important for my organization and how
will it improve our organization’s brand?

02.

How will your services help us create a diverse supply chain that
works to secure inclusion of diverse groups in our procurement plan?

Ex: Supplier Diversity and Community Giving

COMMUNITY GIVING

QUESTIONS TO ASK BEFORE HIRING YOUR NEXT
FUNCTIONAL EXPERT CONSULTANT

01.

How will a community giving strategy align and mutually benefit
my business and community? How do you measure this?

02.

How will a community giving strategy enable our company to build authentic
relationships, attract new customers, and engage employees?
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EVALUATION
FRAMEWORK
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DEI CONSULTANT EVALUATION FRAMEWORK
Evaluate your engagement meeting

Rating scale: 1 = poor, 10 = excellent
COMMUNICATION:
How effective is the consultant at communicating with you? Are they willing to communicate based on your
organization's preference (in-person, calls, emails, zoom) and as often as you would like? How well does the
consultant listen?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

STRATEGY:
Is the consultant inquisitive about your organization? How well does the consultant understand your long-term
goals? Can the consultant articulate your workplace DEI goals and explain how their work will support you to
achieve those goals?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

EMPOWERMENT:
How skilled is the consultant at making you feel more knowledgeable and less overwhelmed? Do they help you
understand complicated DEI language, engage you, or do they have a prescribed approach?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

VALUE:
How reasonable is the cost relative to the value placed on the services being provided? What will the longterm impact be on your organization and have they articulated the value of that?
EXPERIENCE/EXPERTISE:
What is the consultant’s experience delivering value to organizations like yours in their area of expertise? Did
they provide examples? Is the consultant’s experience aligned with the areas you are looking to advance and
reach your workplace DEI goals?

SCORE ______

SCORE ______

SCORE ______
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
SCORE ______
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
SCORE ______
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REACH US & CONNECT WITH
CAMBER RESOURCES
(303) 997-2408

WE WELCOME
YOUR
FEEDBACK

info@CamberOutdoors.org

https://camberoutdoors.org/

/company/CamberOutdoors

@CamberOutdoors

/CamberOutdoors1996

@CamberOutdoors
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